…… getting aero “in a Nutshell”

Aero testing Uvex Race 8 versus Met Drone
Two sets of test results from two test days …..

When I tested helmets at the Boardman wind tunnel there was no measurable difference between the
AeroHead Ultimate (large) and the Uvex Race 8 (large). Given that the Race 8 can be “cocked” and worn
in a way that gives better visibility “up the road” I had adopted that as my helmet of choice.
Subsequently an aero-weenie friend suggested I should try the Met Drone, so off I went and bought a
large one (!)
I hadn’t had the opportunity to test the Met Drone against the Race 8 until recently. I did one set of
tests before our club circuit TT last Wednesday and another set of tests today. The results were
consistent within the margin of error.
I maintained the same head position with both helmets for the test runs. The Met Drone has even better
forward visibility that the Race 8. In practical terms this means that I can ride with a lower head position
and still see “up the road” when using the Drone. My final runs today were with the lower head position
and produced the lowest CdA of any of the test runs.
All the test runs were with NorthWave shoes (without shoe covers), no calf guards and no aero gloves.
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This trace is for the third run of my A-B-A-B tests from the 15th May using the Huub skin suit and Race 8.

This is for the fourth run of my A-B-A-B tests from the 15th May using the Huub skin suit and Drone.

The runs above are with an ENVE 7.8 front wheel, running Conti 5000 TL tubeless at 90 psi.
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This one is for the third run of my A-B-B-A tests from the 21st May using the Velotec skin suit and Drone.

This one is the fourth run of my A-B-B-A tests from the 21st May using the Velotec skin suit and Race 8.

The runs above are with an 808 front wheel, running Conti TT 23c with a Tubolito tube at 90 psi.
Note that I am a kilo heavier this week 😊
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This one is the second run of my A-B-B-A tests from the 21st May using the Velotec skin suit and Drone,
this time using the ENVE 7.8 front wheel. Testing today I found no significant difference between the
ENVE 7.8 and the 808 in aero terms, however, the ENVE 7.8 does feel more stable, so that is my front
wheel of choice.

See next page for Crr / speed comparison tests ……
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These are my final runs today with the lower head position. The first trace is at just under race pace,
39.2kph 186 Watts average power. The second is at cool down pace 29.8 kph 114 Watts average
power. I maintained the same lower head position for both traces. This is a good way to check if the
Crr is in the right ballpark, as at the slower speed a greater proportion of the power is required to
overcome the rolling resistance. CdA is pretty good for no shoe covers, calf guards, no aero gloves.
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Last week’s race effort with overshoes, calf guards and aero gloves produced a slightly lower CdA.

What I didn’t mention is that the tests on the 15th were done with the 32-degree extensions and a high
hand position. The tests on the 21st were done with Zipp 110mm extensions and a more conventional
(pretty much UCI compliant) hand position. Any CdA difference is within the margin of error.
The picture on the right is with S-bends from 17th April, CdA 0.2077 on the night, leg warmers (!). The
photographic synchronicity is purely coincidental …..
Ends
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